
TheUrbanGeek Unveils P100 Power Adapter,
The Ultimate Charging Solution for Urban
Tech Enthusiasts

American-designed GaN charger

redefines the charging experience with

safety, efficiency, and versatility.

VIRGINIA, USA, May 2, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- TheUrbanGeek, a

leading innovator in charging

technology, announces the launch of

its groundbreaking P100 Power

Adapter. Designed to bridge the gap

between affordability and premium

performance, the P100 sets a new

standard for urban tech enthusiasts

across the United States. Safety-

certified and designed in the USA, the

charger boasts GaN3 technology for

lightning-fast charging. Committed to

sustainability, TheUrbanGeek's

products are RoHS compliant, offering

an eco-friendly charging solution.

Featuring three USB-C ports and one

USB-A port, TheUrbanGeek's P100

Power Adapter is a multiport charger

that redefines the way users charge

their devices. With seamless

compatibility with MacBook Pro, iPad,

iPhone, and AirPods, this compact

charger is a versatile solution for all

charging needs.

Safety is paramount with the P100, as it undergoes rigorous safety checks and is cTUVus

certified, ensuring peace of mind for consumers. Made in the USA and shipped from US

http://www.einpresswire.com


warehouses, users can trust in the reliability and quality of TheUrbanGeek's innovative charger.

At just $39.99, the P100 Power Adapter packs a powerful punch with 100W of power, making it

perfect for on-the-go use. Its compact design, 40% smaller than regular chargers, doesn't

compromise functionality, offering more ports for simultaneous charging.

TheUrbanGeek's commitment to excellence extends beyond the P100's performance. With GaN3

technology at its core, the charger delivers lightning-fast charging speeds, up to 50% faster than

standard adapters. This efficiency is complemented by its sleek and travel-friendly design,

making it the ultimate companion for tech-savvy users.

"TheUrbanGeek is proud to introduce the P100 Power Adapter, setting a new benchmark for

charging technology," said the company's spokesperson. "With safety, efficiency, and versatility

at its core, the P100 embodies our commitment to delivering innovative solutions that enhance

the lives of our customers."

In addition to the P100 Power Adapter, TheUrbanGeek offers a range of accessories designed to

elevate the charging experience. From international travel plug adapters to USB Type-C wall

charger blocks, TheUrbanGeek provides comprehensive solutions for all charging needs.

Furthermore, TheUrbanGeek prides itself on its commitment to sustainability. All products are

RoHS-compliant and free of hazardous materials, contributing to a safer and more eco-friendly

charging experience for consumers.

TheUrbanGeek offers free shipping for orders above $20, ensuring accessibility for all

consumers. The company also provides U.S.-based customer support, guaranteeing assistance

whenever needed. With a focus on customer satisfaction and environmental responsibility,

TheUrbanGeek is revolutionizing the charging experience. Explore the future of charging at

https://theurbangeek.co.

About TheUrbanGeek

TheUrbanGeek is a pioneer in charging technology, delivering innovative solutions that bridge

affordability and premium performance. With safety-certified, USA-designed products boasting

GaN3 technology, the company ensures lightning-fast charging and environmental responsibility.

Committed to customer satisfaction, TheUrbanGeek offers free shipping and U.S.-based

support.

TheUrbanGeek Support Team

TheUrbanGeek

support@theurbangeek.co

https://theurbangeek.co/
https://www.theurbangeek.co/pages/about-us
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